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Les Nouveaux Ateliers 

"Affordable Custom Tailored Clothing"

Poorly cut trousers, your size out of stock, unavailable colors, expensive

custom tailored clothing – all of this is old news! In the shop Les Nouveaux

Ateliers, situated in the heart of Paris, custom-tailored clothes are made

through four steps: you choose a color and a style among their 400

different materials; you walk into the fitting-room and are measured on

over 200 points in less than a second, thanks to a totally harmless light.

On a virtual dummy, you compose your outfit in 3-D, including possible

alterations and adjustments. Your clothes are made in the workshop

within ten days and are then available for pickup or even delivered.

 +33 1 4508 9572  www.lesnouveauxateliers.

com/

 contact@lesnouveauxatelie

rs.com

 90 Rue Saint-Honoré, Paris

 by Moonik   

Hermès 

"Not Just Clothes"

If you think that Hermès is just for clothes and accessories, then you

might want to hold that thought. Besides scarves, ties, fine jewelry, and

fragrances, Hermès has a separate section called Home Objects. You can

find mugs, photo stands, blankets and many more things for your house

here. You can also pick up printed beach towels and beach bags from the

Beach Collection.

 +33 1 4017 4600  fr.stores.hermes.com/Europe/Franc

e/Paris/Hermes-Faubourg-Saint-

Honore

 24 Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré,

Paris

 by Associated Fabrication   

Capel 

"Only for Tall Men"

If you are big and tall and have problems finding suits and sports wear of

your size, then head straight to this show room at Malesherbes. Capel

specializes in large size fashion clothing and sports wear for men. Ralph

Lauren, Tommy Hilfiger, Hugo Boss and Pal Zileri are a few of the brands

you can find here. Its separate line "K", which has hip designs for boys is

also worth checking out.

 +33 1 4266 3421  www.capelstore.fr/  contact@kpl.fr  26 Boulevard Malesherbes,

Paris

 by thefork.com 

Liste Rouge - Paris 

"Get Dressed Up"

Liste Rouge - Paris is all about style, class and elegance. Get your clothes

tailor-made from here and be sure that all eyes will only be on you! They

give a lot of attention to details, and create magic with the fabric. Walk

into the store to find not only shirts but also cashmeres and accessories,

such as cuff links and ties. No wonder all the celebrities love to hit this

store again and again.
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 +33 1 4349 4568  www.listerouge-

paris.com/

 contact@listerouge-

paris.com

 138 rue du Faubourg Saint-

Honoré, Paris

 by myahya   

Lacoste 

"Famous Tennis Brand"

Lacoste, a brand that is synonymous with the green crocodile, is known

for its tennis shirts, sported by many famous players. The flagship

boutique on the world-famous Champs-Élysées offers simple yet classy

clothes, watches, footwear, sunglasses and belts that never go out of

style. The store can add a sporty yet fashionable touch to anybody's

wardrobe.

 +33 1 4723 3926  www.lacoste.com/  93-95 Avenue des Champs-Élysées,

Paris
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